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QCY AilyBuds Lite Earphones (White)
Enhance your every day with the sound of your favorite songs. The wireless QCY AilyBuds Lite earphones feature 13-millimeter drivers
with a titanium coating and offer up to 9 EQ settings, ensuring the highest sound quality tailored to your preferences. With a low latency
of  just  68  ms,  these  headphones  are  perfect  for  gamers.  Bluetooth  5.3  ensures  a  reliable  connection,  and  the  ENC  noise  reduction
technology makes phone calls easier. One charge provides up to 28 hours of playback, and the ergonomic design, with an IPX4 water
resistance rating, guarantees comfort and durability. Additionally, the dedicated app allows access to practical functions.
 
Experience Music Anew
QCY AilyBuds Lite earphones bring out the best in every song. The 13-millimeter drivers with a titanium coating deliver powerful bass
and enchanting high tones, allowing you to enjoy the highest sound quality. You can customize the sound to your individual preferences
by choosing from 9 Equalizer settings created by audio experts, including modes like Pop, Heavy bass, Rock, Soft, and Classic.
 
Lag-Free Gaming
Claim victory in the virtual arena with QCY AilyBuds Lite earphones, offering an exceptionally low latency of just 68 ms. What does that
mean for you? Perfect audiovisual synchronization - allowing you to react quickly to every opponent's move and shake up the world of
gaming!
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Reliable Bluetooth 5.3 Connection
No transmission problems when using QCY earphones. The AilyBuds Lite model supports Bluetooth in the latest version 5.3, ensuring fast
and stable connections up to 10 meters away. You can easily connect the device to both iOS and Android systems. Enjoy freedom, listen
to music, and play games without any hassles!
 
Conversations Anywhere
Don't let anything disrupt your communication with loved ones. Thanks to ENC noise reduction technology, QCY AilyBuds Lite earphones
effectively block out surrounding sounds, ensuring that your caller hears every word you say, even when you're on a busy street or in a
crowded store.
 
28 Hours of Musical Rhythms
Prepare  for  up  to  28  hours  of  uninterrupted  entertainment  -  enough  time  to  listen  to  420  songs,  watch  6720  videos,  or  enjoy  14
full-length  movies.  How  to  achieve  such  an  impressive  playback  time?  Simply  use  the  included  charging  case.  Say  goodbye  to
limitations!
 
More with the App
The  dedicated  QCY  APP  allows  you  to  customize  the  management  of  your  earphones,  including  pausing,  answering  calls,  muting,
switching to low-latency mode, activating voice assistants, and adjusting the volume. You can also customize the animations displayed
on the screen and choose Equalizer settings. From there, you can check the battery status of your earphones. Gain the convenience you
deserve!
 
Ergonomic, Durable Design
QCY AilyBuds Lite earphones stand out with their ergonomic design, allowing you to use them comfortably for hours without discomfort.
The weight of one earphone does not exceed 3.9 grams, further increasing wearing comfort. With an IPX4 water resistance rating, you
can enjoy your favorite songs without any obstacles during intense workouts or rainy days.
 
In the box:
Earphones
Charging Case
USB-C Charging Cable
User Manual
	Manufacturer
	QCY
	Model
	AilyBuds Lite
	Bluetooth Version
	5.3
	Compatible Systems
	iOS and Android
	Bluetooth Range
	Up to 10 meters
	Bluetooth Profiles
	HFP, A2DP, AVRCP
	Charging Case Battery Capacity
	350 mAh
	Earphone Battery Capacity
	26 mAh
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	Battery Life
	5 hours (without charging case) / 28 hours (with charging case)
	Charging Port
	USB-C
	Water Resistance
	IPX4
	Case Dimensions
	48.8 x 26.7 x 52 mm
	Earphone Dimensions
	20.1 x 17.4 x 34.9 mm
	Color
	White

Price:

€ 39.50

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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